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ABSTRACT: Seismic excited liquid filled tanks are subjected to extreme loading due to hydrodynamic pressures, which can
lead to nonlinear stability failure of the thin-walled cylindrical tanks, as it is known from past earthquakes. The overall seismic
behavior of tanks is, however, quite complex, since the dynamic interaction effects between tank shell and liquid must be
considered. A significant reduction of the seismically induced loads can be obtained by the application of base isolation systems,
which have to be designed carefully with respect to the modified hydrodynamic behavior of the tank in interaction with the
liquid. Firstly, this paper presents the state of the art of tank design for anchored tanks with a fix connection to a rigid foundation
with special focus on the practicability of the available design rules. Then a highly sophisticated fluid-structure interaction
model is introduced, which has to be applied for a realistic simulation of the overall dynamic behavior of an isolated tank.
KEY WORDS: liquid storage tank; impulsive vibration mode; fluid structure interaction model; base isolation; LS-DYNA
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INTRODUCTION

Steel tanks are preferably designed as cylindrical shells,
because they are able to carry the hydrostatic pressure from
the liquid filling by activating membrane stresses with a
minimum of material. In combination with the high strength
of steel this leads to thin-walled constructions, which are
highly vulnerable to stability failures caused by seismic
induced axial and shear forces. However, an earthquakeresistant design of rigid supported tanks especially for high
seismic hazard levels requires unrealistic und uneconomic
wall thicknesses. Compared to increasing the wall thickness
an earthquake protection system can be a much more costeffective alternative. Especially a base isolation with
elastomeric bearings offers advantages in terms of an
earthquake-friendly tank design. The calculation capabilities
of base-isolated, liquid-filled tanks are quite limited because
of the complex interaction of the isolation and the combined
modes of vibrations of tank and fluid. For rigidly supported
tanks different calculation methods are available for
describing the vibration behavior and the seismic induced load
components in a more or less simplified way. These generally
accepted methods are either quite simple [1] or very accurate
but complex [2] – but valid only for anchored tanks. To
capture the hydrodynamic loading of isolated tanks, a
complete modeling of the fluid-structure interaction including
the behavior of the seismic isolation is necessary. Firstly, this
contribution presents a comprehensive and feasible
calculation method for anchored, rigidly supported liquid
storage tanks and then introduces the modelling of a complex
fluid-structure-interaction model, which is used to calculate
the seismic behavior of isolated tank structures.
2

LOAD CALCULATION OF ANCHORED LIQUID
STORAGE TANKS

As a result of seismic excitation hydrodynamic pressure
components, produced by the movement of the fluid, appear

and have to be superimposed with the hydrostatic pressure.
These seismic loads acting on wall and bottom of a cylindrical
tank (Figure 1) can be divided into the following components:
- the convective load component; the fluid vibration in the
rigid tank (sloshing),
- the impulsive rigid load component; caused by the inertia
of the liquid, if the rigid tank moves together with the
foundation,
- the impulsive flexible load component; representing the
combined vibration of the flexible tank shell with the
liquid.
Since the oscillation periods of those individual seismically
induced pressure components are far apart, each mode of
vibration can be determined individually.

Figure 1. Cylindrical tank.
2.1

Convective pressure component

Figure 2 shows the mode of vibration and the pressure
distribution corresponding to the convective pressure
component. The pressure distribution is defined as:
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∞

pk ξ, ζ, θ, t =
n=1

2·R·ρL J1 (λn · ξ) cosh(λn · γ · ζ)
J1 (λn )
cosh(λn · γ)
(λ2n -1)

∞

pis,h ξ, ζ, θ, t =

(1)

n=0

cos(θ) akn t · Γkn

cos νn · ζ

with:
pk
convective pressure component due to horizontal
excitation
n
summation index; number of considered sloshing
modes (here: n = 1)
R
inner tank radius
ρL
liquid density
J1
first order Bessel function:
∞
-1 k
λn · ξ 2k+1
·
J1 λ n · ξ =
2
k! · Γ(1 + k + 1)
null derivation of Bessel function:
λ1 = 1,841, λ2 = 5,331, λ3 = 8,536
ξ
dimensionless radius: ξ = r/R
ζ
dimensionless height: ζ = z/H
θ
angle of circumference
γ
tank slenderness: γ = H/R
akn(t) horizontal acceleration-time history as a result of an
equivalent single-degree-of-freedom system with a
period Tkn for the nth-eigenmode of the sloshing wave.
By using the response spectrum method the spectral
accelerations corresponding to the natural periods Tkn
should be calculated based on the elastic response
spectrum.
Γkn
participation factor for the convective pressure
component for the nth-eigenmode.

Figure 2. Convective pressure component – mode of vibration
and pressure distribution.
Taking into account the first sloshing eigenmode (n = 1) and
the pressure distribution of the tank shell (ξ = 1), equation (1)
can be simplified to:
cosh(1,841· γ · ζ)
cosh(1,841· γ)
t · Γk1

pk ξ = 1, ζ, θ, t = R · ρL 0,837 ·
cos(θ) ak1

I1
’

Tkn =
2.2

2π
g · λn · tanh (λn · γ)
R

Impulsive rigid pressure component due to horizontal
seismic excitation

Figure 3 shows the mode of vibration and the pressure
distribution corresponding to the rigid impulsive pressure
component. The pressure distribution is given by the
expression:
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ais,h(t) horizontal acceleration-time history. By using the
response spectrum method ais,h(t) should be replaced by
the spectral acceleration Sa corresponding to T = 0 s.
Γis,h participation factor for the rigid impulsive pressure
component: Γis,h = 1.0, because the rigid tank is
moving together with the foundation.

Figure 3. Impulsive rigid pressure component – mode of
vibration and pressure distribution.
Taking into account the pressure distribution of the tank
shell (ξ = 1), equation (4) is simplified to:
νn
2 · γ · -1 n I1 γ
ξ = 1, ζ, θ, t = R·ρL
νn cos νn ·ζ
ν2n
I
n=0
γ
cos(θ) ais,h (t)·Γis,h
∞

(2)

(3)

νn

Derivation of the modified Bessel function regarding to
[3]:

I1

pis,h

The natural period Tkn for the nth-eigenmode of the sloshing
wave is calculated with

(4)

with:
pis,h rigid impulsive pressure component due to horizontal
excitation
2n + 1
νn
νn =
π
2
I1
modified first order Bessel function:

k=0

λn

νn
·ξ
γ
νn
I
γ
cos(θ) ais,h (t) · Γis,h
I1

n

2 · R· γ· ρL · -1
ν2n

(5)

The corresponding natural period is T = 0.
2.3

Impulsive flexible pressure
horizontal seismic excitation

component

due

to

Figure 4 shows the mode of vibration and the pressure
distribution corresponding to the flexible impulsive pressure
component.
The flexible impulsive pressure component is calculated in
an iterative procedure using the added-mass-model according
to [3], Annex A. Within the framework of the procedure the
tank wall is loaded with iterative calculated additional mass
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porttions of the activated fluiid. The presssure distributiion is
giveen by the exprression:
pif,hh ξ, ζ, θ, t =
νn
·ξ
γ
νn
νn
·I
γ
γ

∞

I1

2R ρL
n=00

1

cos νn · ζ

f ζ · cos νn · ζ dζ

(6)

0

cos(θ) aif,h t · Γif,h
withh:
pif,h flexible impulsive pressure
p
com
mponent duee to
horizontall excitation
f(ζ) deflectionn curve of thee first (anti-syymmetric) mode of
oscillationn of the tank-ffluid combinattion
aif,h(t)
( horizontall accelerationn-time historyy as a result of
o an
equivalentt single-degreee-of-freedom
m system. By using
the respponse spectrrum analyssis the spectral
acceleratioon correspondding to the first
f
natural period
p
Tif,h,1 shouuld be used.
Γif,hh participatiion factor for the flexible impulsive
i
preessure
componennt due to horizzontal excitation

F(y)
correctiion factor: F γ = 0,157 · γ2 + γ + 1,49
s(ζ = 1/3) wall thiickness of the tank at 1/3 fillling height
Th
he function cuurve of f(ζ) inn (8) is generrally unknow
wn. It
depeends on the im
mpact of the liquid onto the
t tank, in other
o
word
ds the aforem
mentioned preessure functio
on pif.h. Thuss the
jointt bending form
m must be corrrectly determiined iterativelyy. In
[3], Annex
A
A the added-mass cconcept is pro
oposed. Accorrding
to th
his the resonaating fluid, acctivated with the first bennding
shap
pe, is added too the tank waall density. Th
hen with the new
"dry" tank model, the moree accurate bending
b
form
m is
deterrmined (Figurre 5, see also [[5], [6]).

Fiigure 5. Iteratiion process [5
5].
Ho
owever, even this iterativee process is rather
r
impracctical
becaause the calcuulation is baseed on a comp
plex mathemaatical
presssure functionn (8), whichh requires a coupling of
o a
math
hematical softw
ware tool withh a finite elem
ment program.
Th
hough, with comprehensivee parameter sttudies it is shhown
that the bending form
f
of any taank geometry
y can be descrribed
by using
u
a param
meterized sinee wave, which
h can be mappped
correectly to the naatural frequenncies for all co
ommon geom
metric
and material
m
confiigurations [5],, [6]:
f ζ =a sin

Fiigure 4. Impullsive flexible pressure
p
compponent – mode of
vibbration and preessure distribuution.
T
The
participattion factor Γif,h for the flexible
f
impuulsive
presssure componnent is calculatted as followss:
Γiff,h =

1
d
0 pif,h ζ dζ

(7)

, s(ζ) = coonst.

1
0 f(ζ) · pif,h ζ dζ

withh:
pif,h(ζ) pressure function
f
of the
t flexible impulsive
i
preessure
componennt as a functionn of the fillingg height
s(ζ)) wall thickkness of the tannk
T
Taking
into acccount the prressure distribbution of the tank
shelll (ξ = 1), equation (6) can be
b simplified to:
pif,h ξ = 1, ζ,
ζ θ, t =
∞

= R·ρ
R L
n=0

νn
γ
2· ν
νn ·cos νn ·ζ
n
I
γ
γ

1

I1

f ζ · cos
c νn ·ζ dζ

(8)

0

cos(θ) aif,h t · Γif,h

withh:
WL

WL
π · g · E · s(ζ = 1/33)

=2·R·F γ

fluid weight:
w
WL = π · R2 · H · ρL · g

H ·ρL
E · s(ζ = 1/3)

2

ζ-b c+d

(9)

(10)

Th
he bending forrm of the com
mbined vibratio
on – and withh this
the parameters
p
a, b,
b c, d – depennds on
‐ the
t tank slenderness (γ = H//R),
‐ the
t Poisson’s ratio
r
ν,
‐ the
t ratio fluid mass to tank m
mass and
‐ a changing waall thickness aalong the tank height.
Ho
owever, the last named influences are
a comparatiively
smalll. By using the sine funnction (10) it is possiblee to
deterrmine the flexxible impulsive pressure witthout iterationn. To
deterrmine the presssure for practtical use the equation
pif,h ξ,ζ,θ,tt =R ρL cos θ Γif,h aif,h t Cif,h (ξ,ζ)

(11)

is su
uitable. Cif,h(ξ,ζ) correspondds to the norm
malized pressuure at
θ=0. Figure 6 shows the variatiion of the facttor Cif,h(ξ=1,ζ) for
the tank shell (ξ = 1) for differeent tank slendeernesses.
Th
he participatioon factor for tthe flexible im
mpulsive presssure
comp
ponent Γif,h, which
w
is speccified in equ
uation (7), cann be
tabullated as well, assuming thaat the tank waall is constantt and
the tank mass is innsignificant.
Fo
or simplicity, the
t formulatioons of all presssure functionss are
also provided in a standardized,, tabulated forrm [6]:
pj ξ 1,ζ,θ = R ρL Cj (ζ,γ) ccos θ Γj γ Sa,j Tj

T first naturaal period Tif,h,11 is calculatedd as follows:
The
Tif,f,h,1 = 2 · F γ

π

with:
pj
Cj(ζ,,γ)
Γj(γ))

(12)

pressure component j = {k; is,h; iff,h}
factor of
o pressure com
mponent j, tab
bulated in [6]
particippation factor of pressurre componennt j,
tabulateed in [6]
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Sa,j(T
( j)

spectraal acceleration correspondding to the naatural
periodd of the pressuure componentt

F
Figure
6. Norm
malized flexibble impulsive pressure
p
Cifh [1].
[

for the
t design off tank structurres, as insuffficient design and
subsequently buckkling can leadd to significan
nt loss of propperty
and environmentaal hazard. Som
me typical bu
uckling modess for
tanks can be obseerved in Figuure 8. These damage
d
formss are
the result
r
of the various
v
combiinations betweeen the maxim
mum
and minimum prressure components due to
t horizontal and
vertiical seismic exxcitation – deescribed in [2]] and [6] –, which
w
cause different strresses endanggering stabilitty. “Elephant foot
buck
kling” is a form
m of plastic bbuckling at thee tank bottom
m and
occu
urs when the maximum
m
pressure due to horizontal
h
seissmic
excittation coexistss with the maaximum pressu
ure due to verrtical
seism
mic excitationn (p = pstat + ph + pv). Wheen the maxim
mum
presssure due to hoorizontal seism
mic excitation is combined with
the minimum prressure due tto vertical seismic excitaation
(p = pstat + ph - pv), the stabilizing internal prressure decreaases,
whicch can lead too axial bucklinng known as “diamond shaaped
buck
kling”. Finally, for the same seism
mic combinaation
conssidered on thee opposite siide of the tan
nk, both presssure
comp
ponents are subtracted fr
from the hyd
drostatic presssure
(p = pstat - ph - pv), which can leead especially
y in the upper part
he tank to areeas with negaative pressure.. In case of small
of th
wall thickness buuckling due tto circumferen
ntial compresssive
presssure can be obbserved in these areas.

Inn the followinng those seism
mic induced pressure compoonents
pj can be appliedd as equivalennt static loads on the dry shhell of
the tank structuree, which allow
ws an accuratee calculation of
o the
streess distributionn by performinng a finite eleement analysiss with
a thhree dimensionnal model of the
t tank.
2.4

Vertical seismic excitattion

Furrthermore the vertical seism
mic excitation must be takenn into
accoount, which leads
l
to two additional modes
m
of vibraations
andd correspondinng pressure distributions.
d
In analogue to a
horiizontal seism
mic action, thhe impulsive rigid pressuure is
actiivated by thee rigid-body motion of the tank andd the
imppulsive flexibble pressure component is
i caused byy the
flexxibility of thhe tank shelll. The vibrration modes and
corrresponding prressure distribbutions are shhown in Figuure 7.
Thee calculation of the presssure distributiion over the tank
heigght and radiuss is simplifiedd analogues too the calculatiion of
the horizontal viibration modees. In [6] the relevant form
mulas
for the pressure functions as well
w as the tabbulated valuees can
be found.
f

a)

c)

b)

Figure 8. Stability failure: a) elephant foot buckling[7], b)
diamond shapedd buckling [8]], c) buckling due to negativve
internal prressure[8].
Geenerally, these different combinations of hydrodynaamic
and hydrostatic pressure coome along with
w
high axial,
a
umferential and
a
shear sttresses, which
h are extrem
mely
circu
dang
gerous for stabbility failure: Firstly, high axial
a
compresssive
stresss at the bottom
m of the tankk resulting from
m the overturrning
mom
ment arises (F
Figure 9a). Thhe combination of hydrosstatic
and hydrodynamiic pressure results in hig
gh circumferential
tensiile stress in the lower tank w
wall area, whiile circumferential
comp
pressive stresss arises in thhe top area off the tank induuced
by th
he sloshing of
o the liquid (Figure 9b). In addition, high
shear stress occuurs at the siddes parallel to the earthquuake
direcction (Figure 9c).
9
c)
a)
b)

F
Figure
7. Vertiical seismic acction: Modes of vibration and
a
pressure distributions.
d
A this paper discusses the behavior of isolated tanks and
As
the base isolatioon mainly aff
ffects the behhavior of the tank
struucture due too horizontal seismic
s
excitation, the veertical
seissmic action is disregarded inn this contribuution.
3

STABILITY
Y FAILURE OF
O ANCHOR
RED TANKS

l
Bucckling induceed damage is especially prrofound for liquid
storrage tanks andd should be taaken under serrious considerration
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Figure 9. Qualiitative stress ddistribution du
ue to horizontaal
seismic exciitation in x-direction: a) axiial stress, b)
circum
mferential streess, c) shear stress.
Acccording to this, the decisivve stresses for the design apppear
at diifferent periphheral angles θ: axial com
mpressive stresss at
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θ = 0°, circumferential compressive stress at θ = 180° and
shear stress at θ = 90°.
3.1

Earthquake protection by base isolation

To prevent an earthquake damage of an arbitrary building
structure two different possibilities exist: One the one hand a
stiffening of the structure results in higher resistance to the
earthquake impact and on the other hand a decoupling of
structure and underground results in reduced seismic loads
acting on the structure. For a tank structure the stiffening
could be render possible by an increase of the shell thickness,
which especially for high seismic hazard levels requires
unrealistic und uneconomic wall thicknesses. Compared to
increasing the wall thickness an earthquake protection system
can be a much more cost-effective alternative. Especially a
base isolation with elastomeric bearings offers advantages in
terms of an earthquake-friendly tank design.
A base isolation is aimed at a decoupling of the building
and the ground motion. Elastomeric bearings are a widely
used base isolation and can optionally be installed with or
without reinforcement, often in combination with a lead core
[9]. It is recommended to use reinforced bearings, since
elastomers are subjected to high deformations up to 25%
under vertical loads. These deformations cause lateral strains,
by which unwanted rocking motion in vertical direction in
case of seismic excitation can occur. Reinforced bearings can
be considered as quasi-rigid in the vertical direction, so they
are suitable to transfer vertical loads. Under cyclic loading,
elastomers behave almost like springs. They have – depending
on the material properties – a certain stiffness, which causes a
reset of the bearing and thus of the entire system after the
release. Through the use of high-damping elastomers
(addition of oils, resins, extra fine carbon black and other
fillers), or a lead core, the damping capacity of the bearings
can be increased significantly. In case of a distortion of 100%,
high damping elastomers have damping rates from 0.1 to 0.2
while normal elastomers are about 0.04 to 0.06 [9]. The use of
elastomeric bearings as earthquake protection systems for
tanks has already been realized, e.g. in [10]. So far, to capture
the hydrodynamic loading due to seismic excitation simple
mass oscillators with simplistic approaches have been used: In
this case of calculation the fluid was assumed as rigid, so that
the interaction between the tank wall and fluid was neglected.
In addition, the determination of the stress distribution in the
tank wall is not possible.
4

FLUID STRUCTURE INTERACTION MODEL

The software LS-DYNA [11] is used for the simulation of the
fluid-structure interaction of a liquid-filled tank. The software
provides an explicit solver, which offers advantages especially
for the solution of dynamic contact problems. In addition, LSDYNA provides materials for the modeling of fluids and
standardized contact formulations to represent the interaction
of the tank shell and the fluid during a seismic excitation.
Details of the following material, element and contact
formulations can be found at the LS-DYNA manuals [12].
4.1

Material formulation

Basically both, elastic and plastic approaches are applicable
for the tank shell. Since the focus is set on the reduction of the
seismic loading by applying a base isolation, an elastic

behavior of the tank shell is assumed (MAT_ELASTIC). For
the base plate the concrete material model MAT_CSCM is
used, which is applied with default settings. The fluid is
performed by a linear (elastic) material formulation
(MAT_ELASTIC_FLUID), which idealizes the fluid as
incompressible and friction-free. Here, only the fluid density
as well as the bulk modulus of the fluid is needed as input for
the calculation. The change in the hydrostatic pressure
fraction p is described by the bulk modulus K and the strain
rate εii in the main directions of the material:
(13)

p = -K εii

The shear modulus is set to zero. The deviatoric stress
component Sn+1
ik is given by:
'
Sn+1
ik = VC ΔL C ρL εik

(14)

Herein, VC is a tensor viscosity coefficient, ΔL is the
characteristic element length, C is the fluid bulk sound speed
(C = K/ρL ), ρL is the fluid density, and ε'ik is the deviatoric
strain rate. The chosen values for water are given in Table 1.
Table 1. Material properties for the fluid formulation.
Symbol
K
ρL
C
VC
4.2

Property
Bulk modulus
Density
Speed of sound
Tensor viscosity coefficient

Water value
2100 [N/mm²]
1000 [kg/m³]
1450 [m/s]
0.1

Element formulation

The tank wall and the tank bottom are idealized by
Belytschko-Lin-Tsay shell elements with reduced integration,
which are characterized by a high efficiency in terms of
computing power required for explicit analysis [13]. To avoid
hourglassing, which is particulary a problem by application of
reduced integrated elements, LS-DYNA offers an hourglass
control. The foundation plate is idealized by 8-node solid
elements and the fluid is represented by an ArbitraryLagrangian-Eulerian finite element formulation (ALE). When
using the ALE formulation extra volume elements are
generated within the region of the freeboard up to the top edge
of the tank wall, so the fluid surface can move freely
(sloshing). Also, the ALE mesh must enclose the Lagrange
mesh. For this reason a series of elements at the top and
bottom of the tank, below the base plate and outside of the
tank wall are generated. The elements are assigned to the
vacuum material MAT_VACUUM, which has no physical
meaning, but merely represents a region within the ALE mesh
in which the fluid can move. Due to the very moderate
deformation of the actual FE-mesh by using the ALE element
formulation, no hourglass problems for the fluid result.
4.3

Contact formulation

The interaction between the tank shell and the fluid represents
an important aspect of modeling. If a contact of the two parts
appears, compression stresses are transferred while the
transfer of tensile and shear stresses is disregarded. LS-DYNA
provides essentially two different contact formulations for
coupling the tank shell (Lagrange) and the fluid (ALE) with
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eachh
other:
ALE_FSI_P
PROTECTION
N
(AFP)
and
CON
NSTRAINED
D_LAGRANG
GE_IN_SOLID
D (CLIS). Both
form
mulations are well suited foor fluid-structuure interactionn, but
the latter formullation offers more
m
configuuration options, for
example a separaate specificatioon of damping. Furthermorre the
form
mulation allow
ws the evaluaation of the contact
c
forcess as a
resuult of the hyddrostatic and hydrodynamic pressures on
o the
tankk shell.
4.4

The calculation model
m
considerrs the horizonttal stiffness of the
elasttomeric bearinngs, whereas a rigid behav
vior is assumeed in
vertiical directionn. The fillinng is assumeed to be water
w
(ρL = 1,0 t/m³).

Base isolaation

Thee base isolatioon is idealizeed by linear spring
s
and daamper
elem
ments, whichh are integratted in the model
m
betweenn the
suppporting nodees and the nodes
n
of thee base plate. The
elem
ments exhibitt a corresponnding equivaalent stiffnesss and
dam
mping represennting the behaavior of the base
b
isolation. The
basee isolation is
i acting in the directionn of the seismic
excitation, whereeas in verticall and horizonttally perpendiicular
s
are applied. It iss assumed thhat an
direection fixed supports
upliifting of the tank is preveented by meaans of construuctive
meaasures. The FSI-model withh seismic isollation is illusttrated
in Figure
F
10.

Figure
F
11. Sysstem of the isoolated tank wiith elastomericc
bearrings (left), loocation of the elastomeric beearings under the
baseplatee (right).
Figu
ure 12 shows the accelerattion responsee spectrum off the
seism
mic hazard zoone, which is taken for thee calculation. The
veloccity time histtory used for the calculatiion with the FSImodel is artificiallly generated from this spectrum. By using
u
the response speectrum methood every ind
dividual presssure
comp
ponent (Figurre 2 to Figure 4) gets an in
ndividual dam
mping
rate – according to
t the Europeean standard Eurocode
E
8 [33]. A
damp
ping of 2.5%
% for the impuulsive flexiblle vibration mode
m
and 0.5% for the convective viibration modee is recommennded
in th
he code.

F
Figure
10. Basse isolated fluiid-structure innteraction moddel.
4.5

Sequence of loading

l
with the
t acceleratioon of
In a first step thhe system is loaded
gravvity. The loadd is linearly applied withiin a period of one
secoond to avoid an
a excessive oscillation
o
of the
t system. Foor the
nexxt half second the system iss unloaded, soo that the resuulting
osciillations subsiide. Then the seismic excittation is appliied to
the supporting nodes
n
as a hoorizontal veloocity time hisstory.
This time historyy is artificial generated
g
from
m a code specctrum
usinng a baseline correction.
c
T base isolaated support only
The
o
affects thhe behavior of
o the
fluid-tank-structuure due to horrizontal seismic excitation, since
a riigid behaviorr of the elastoomeric bearinngs is assumed in
verttical directioon. The veertical seism
mic excitationn is
disrregarded in thee calculationss.
5
5.1

RESULTS
OF
TH
HE
INTERACT
TION MODEL
L

FLUID
D

STRUCT
TURE

Example of
o calculation

Thee following calculations
c
arre carried ouut for a steel tank
(tennsile strenghht fyk = 240 N/mm²)
N
withh constant wall
thicckness, firmlyy anchored to a reinforced concrete
c
base plate
(com
mpression strrength fck = 500 N/mm²). Thhe geometry of
o the
tankk is illustratedd in Figure 11. The base plaate is supporteed on
17 high dampinng elastomerric bearings, which properties
(stifffness 825 kN
N/m, dampingg rate 15%) arre taken from [14].
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Figure
F
12. Accceleration respponse spectrum
m for differennt
dampinng rates.
Th
he sloshing frequency
f
of the rigidly supported
s
tannk is
0.26 Hz; the freqquency of thee impulsive flexible vibraation
mode according to an analysiis basing on the added-m
massprincciple is 9.1 Hzz, so that the m
maximum speectral acceleraation
relev
vant is, whicch conducts to a high lo
oad on the tank
struccture. With ann isolated suppport there are two considerrable
advaantages: Becauuse of the sofft isolation sy
ystem a frequeency
shiftt in the low
wer frequencyy range with
h lower speectral
accelerations is obtained. Fuurthermore, th
he damping rate
increeases, which also reducees the specttral accelerattions
(Figu
ure 12).
5.2

Validation

ure 13 show
ws the distribbution of th
he hydrodynaamic
Figu
presssure over the tank height and the rang
ge. The maxim
mum
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value relating to the range occurs at the peripheral angle of
θ = 0°.

rigidly-supported FSI-model. By applying these damping
values the numerical simulation results of the rigidlysupported tank considering fluid-structure interaction effects
show a very good agreement with results according to the
method with equivalent static pressure distribution (ESP).
5.3

ρ

Figure 13. FSI-model: Qualitative hydrodynamic pressure
distribution over tank height and range.
To validate the fluid-structure interaction model the
hydrodynamic pressure and the stress results of a rigidly
supported tank are compared to those from an analysis with
equivalent static pressure distributions (ESP) presented in
chapter 2. For the analysis with equivalent static pressure
distributions the seismic induced pressure components are
calculated separately for each vibration mode using the
response spectrum method. Afterwards they are superimposed
to the resulting hydrodynamic pressure using the SRSS-rule.
Finally the resulting hydrodynamic pressure is applied as an
equivalent static load to the dry tank wall to calculate the
stress distribution of the tank shell. For this calculation the
hydrodynamic pressure is combined with dead load and
hydrostatic pressure.
The models are validated by means of parametric studies
with different tank geometries. The varied calculation
parameters are the tank slenderness (H/R-ratio), the wall
slenderness (R/t-ratio) and the seismic hazard level (different
subsoil conditions according to Eurocode 8 [4]. The
investigated H/R and thickness ranges are 0.3 ≤ H/R ≤ 3 and
500 ≤ R/t ≤ 1000, which contains the calculation example
presented in chapter 5.1 (H/R = 2 and R/t = 833).

Base-isolated support

The calculations of the base isolated tank are carried out for
an elastic behavior of the tank itself and a damping of the
fluid of 0.5%. Figure 15 shows the resulting displacement and
the acceleration time history of two different nodes: the one is
a supporting node, which means a node directly affected from
the seismic excitation. So the displacement and the
acceleration are exactly the same than the ground movement
raised by the earthquake. As the ground movement is filtered
by the isolation system the tank structure itself moves
different. The acceleration affecting a node of the tank bottom
is reduced significantly. Of course the reduced acceleration is
at the expense of an increase of the displacement. The
maximum horizontal displacement of the isolated tank
structure is about 3 cm.

Figure 15. Resulting displacement and acceleration time
history of the isolated tank above and under the isolation
support.
Figure 16 shows a significant decrease of the resulting
hydrodynamic pressure, which results from the frequency
shift and the increasing damping rate caused by the isolated
support.

Figure 14. Hydrodynamic pressure distribution for two
different tank geometries.
Figure 14 shows the hydrodynamic pressure distribution
due to horizontal seismic action at the peripheral angle of 0°
over the wetted tank height for two selected tank geometries:
the geometry of the calculation example and, in addition, a
very squat geometry. According to [3] damping values of 2%
for the tank shell and 0.5% for the fluid are applied for the

Figure 16. Hydrodynamic pressure distribution for the isolated
tank in comparison to a rigid support.
Figure 17 to Figure 19 show the circumferential (Figure 17),
axial (Figure 18) and shear stress distribution (Figure 19) over
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the tank height. As
A mentionedd before, the decisive stressees for
the design appear at diffferent perippheral anglees θ:
circcumferential stresses
s
(θ = 180°), axial strresses (θ = 0°°) and
sheaar stresses (θ = 90°).

Fiigure 17. Circcumferential sttress distributtion over the taank
heiight.

dom
minated by thhe tensile strresses due to
o the hydrosstatic
presssure. But esppecially in thhe upper tan
nk wall area the
circu
umferential coompressive strresses are elim
minated.
6

CONCLUSIONS

The seismic exciitation of riggidly supporteed liquid stoorage
tanks activates hydrodynamic
h
pressure components, which
w
lead to uneconom
mic wall thicknnesses. A sign
nificant reducction
of the
t
seismic induced loadds can be achieved
a
by the
appliication of basse isolations w
with elastomeric bearings. This
papeer introduced firstly a sim
mplified calcullation methodd for
rigid
dly supported, anchored tannks basing on tabulated
t
presssure
valuees. After this a highly sophhisticated calcculation modeel for
base-isolated tankks was presentted. This mod
del is realized with
DYNA [11] and
a takes the fluid-structurre interaction into
LS-D
acco
ount. The ressults of bothh models sho
ow a satisfacctory
agreeement for a riigid support aat the tank botttom. Throughh the
impllementation of a base isolaated support the
t induced loads
can be reduced significantly
s
and with this the high axial,
a
circu
umferential annd shear stressses endangerin
ng stability.
Although the obtaained results w
with the deveeloped modelss are
very promising fuurther investiggations are needed for diffeerent
slend
derness ratioos and isolattion systemss with nonliinear
damp
ping and stifffness propertties. In Addittion, for pracctical
use simplified
s
calculation methhods are needeed to calculatee the
seism
mic behavior of
o isolated tannk structures.
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